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A Unifying Framework for the Electrical Structure-Based Approach to
PMU Placement in Electric Power Systems
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Abstract—The electrical structure of the power grid is utilized
to address the phasor measurement unit (PMU) placement prob-
lem. First, we derive the connectivity matrix of the network using
the resistance distance metric and employ it in the linear program
formulation to obtain the optimal number of PMUs, for complete
network observability without zero injection measurements. This
approach was developed by the author in an earlier work, but
the solution methodology to address the location problem did not
fully utilize the electrical properties of the network, resulting in
an ambiguity. In this paper, we settle this issue by exploiting the
coupling structure of the grid derived using the singular value
decomposition (SVD)-based analysis of the resistance distance
matrix to solve the location problem. Our study, which is
based on recent advances in complex networks that promote
the electrical structure of the grid over its topological structure
and the SVD analysis which throws light on the electrical
coupling of the network, results in a unified framework for the
electrical structure-based PMU placement. The proposed method
is tested on IEEE bus systems, and the results uncover intriguing
connections between the singular vectors and average resistance
distance between buses in the network.
Index Terms—PMU placement, electrical structure, topological
structure, SVD analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Problem and solution methodology
In the classic setting, the phasor measurement unit (PMU)
placement problem in electric power systems is divided into
two parts: (a) the task of obtaining the optimal or minimum
number of PMUs and (b) to find the optimal locations to install
these PMUs on the power grid to meet a desired objective,
which is usually complete or incomplete network observability
and with or without zero injection measurements. In this
paper, we provide a complete picture of the relevance of the
electrical structure of the power network to the above stated
parts of the PMU placement problem. Specifically, we first
derive the adjacency matrix of the grid using the resistance
distance metric [1] rather than direct topological connections
between buses in the grid, and employ it in the linear program
formulation to obtain the optimal set of PMUs. Next, for part
(b), we exploit the electrical coupling structure of the network
obtained using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
resistance distance matrix derived to address part (a). In this
paper, we restrict our analysis to the case of complete network
observability, and without zero injection measurements.
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B. Main contribution
The electrical structure-based approach to obtain the mini-
mum number of PMUs was first devised by the author in [2],
where the optimal location problem was addressed by intro-
ducing the notion of average resistance distance in conjunction
with the graphical structure of the adjacency matrix (see
[2, Sections IVA, IVB]). However, the solution methodology
developed there did not fully exploit the electrical properties of
the network, leading to an ambiguity in placing the optimal set
of PMUs, which was derived by solving the integer program.
In this paper, we settle the issue that arose in [2] by exploiting
the coupling structure of the grid to solve the location problem.
Therefore, the procedure developed in [2, Section IIIB] to
obtain the optimal set of PMUs together with the SVD-based
analysis developed in this paper to solve the location problem
results in a unified framework for the electrical structure-based
PMU placement in electric power systems. In the process, we
uncover intriguing connections between the singular vectors
of the distance matrix and the average resistance distance
between various buses in the network.
The method proposed in [2] to solve the location problem
and the resulting ambiguity is presented in Section V-A. We
begin by justifying the use of the electrical structure of the
grid over its topological structure for PMU placement.
C. Electrical structure versus topological structure
The electric power grid has received considerable attention
from the perspective of complex networks [3]. In the follow-
ing we briefly present this perspective, which promotes the
electrical structure of the grid over its topological structure.
In [4] (see Section I and references therein), it was reported
that electric grids in different geographical locations had
different degree distributions leading to varied topological
structures. It was also pointed out that the same grid had dif-
ferent topological structures by carrying out different model-
based analyses. This discrepancy was attributed to the weaker
characterization of the electrical connections between network
components as provided by the topological structure. Related
reports supporting this line of argument were found in [5] -
[7], where it was shown that, for many classes of complex
networks, characterizing the network structure using degree
distribution alone was suboptimal and had implications on
node synchronization and performance of the network.
In the context of PMU placement, for the topology-based
approach, the bus admittance matrix plays a central role
in solving the placement problem. Though the admittance
matrix characterizes the electrical behavior of the network,
the sensitivity between power injections and nodal phase
angle differences can be utilized to better characterize the
electrical influence between network components. The first
step in this direction is to measure the amount of electrical
influence between different components in the network, and is
summarized in the following paragraph.
The measurement of the electrical influence necessitates a
metric system. This can be devised by deriving the sensitivity
matrix and taking its complement to obtain the distance
matrix, whose entries quantify the electrical influence that
each component has on the other - zero value indicates that
two components are perfectly connected, while a large number
indicates that the corresponding components have negligible
electrical influence on each other. The electrical distance was
proved to be a formal distance metric, and was employed to
address various problems in power systems (see [4, Section III]
and the references therein). The resistance distance, employed
in this paper, is one such metric which provides a strong
characterization of the electrical connectedness between nodes
in the network. Likewise, the electrical coupling measures the
connectivity between nodes in the network, and is obtained by
computing the magnitude of the entries of the singular vectors
derived from the SVD of the resistance distance matrix.
Following these advances in the metric system, the electri-
cal structure-based approach provides a more comprehensive
characterization of the electrical connectivity between buses in
the grid, and hence is more favorable than the topology based
approach to address the PMU placement problem.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present a summary of related previous work on
PMU placement and the SVD analysis for power systems. In
Section III, we formulate the integer linear program to obtain
the optimal set of PMUs for both the topological and electrical
structures based approaches. In Section IV, we perform the
SVD of the bus admittance and resistance distance matrices
to derive the coupling structure used for the optimal placement
of these PMUs. Simulation results and related discussion are
provided in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we first summarize previously published
work on PMU placement, and then compare our work with two
closely related papers that employ similar SVD-based analysis.
A. Work on PMU placement
The PMU placement problem is formulated in the mathe-
matical programming framework for complete and incomplete
network observability [8], with and without zero power injec-
tion measurements. In [9], the minimal PMU set was obtained
using a dual search bisecting simulated-annealing algorithm
searches for complete network observability, while the location
problem was solved using a spanning measurement subgraph.
A non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm yielding a Pareto-
optimal solution was presented in [10], where the integer pro-
gram exhibited nonlinearity in the presence of power injection
measurements. An integer program was formulated in [11] to
include conventional power flow and injection measurements
in addition to PMU measurements for maximum network
observability, while in [12], a strategy was devised for bad
data detection during state estimation using optimal PMU
placement. The placement problem was formulated as an
integer linear program for complete and incomplete network
observability, with and without conventional power flow and
injection measurements in [13],[14].
Multiple placement solutions was proposed in [15], in
the framework of power system dynamic state estimation.
The affinity propagation algorithm to solve the integer linear
program was proposed in [16], which also addressed correction
of measurement errors in the PMUs. In [17], state estimation
using phasor measurements with complete network observ-
ability was shown to be linear, where an exhaustive search-
based method was devised to solve the placement problem. An
estimation-theoretic criteria to optimize PMU placement was
considered in [18], where the problem was solved using a con-
vex relaxation method incorporating system states estimated
within a Bayesian framework. In [19], an information-theoretic
measure, namely, mutual information (MI) was employed to
address the PMU placement problem, where the objective
was to maximize the MI between PMU measurements and
power system states to obtain highly “informative” PMU
configurations; a counterargument to the analysis presented
in this work was reported in [2, Section IVC].
However, studies in the above references do not fully utilize
the electrical influence between components in the power grid.
Therefore, though the results are interesting in their own right,
they do not provide a realistic scenario for optimal system
operation, thus motivating the study in this paper.
B. Comparing our work with [20] and [21]
In this subsection, we begin with references [20] and [21]
that are closely related to the work presented in this paper.
In [20], the coupling structure of the grid was explored by
performing the SVD of the network admittance matrix, where
it was shown that the unitary matrices comprising the singular
vectors are sparse. This SVD sparsity was exploited to perform
power flow calculations on a reduced or compressed network
leading to robust decentralized control and communication
architectures. However, the goal there was to compress the
electrical grid, and there was no instance of PMU placement
in the exposition. In [21], the SVD was employed to solve the
PMU placement problem for complete network observability
to achieve dynamic stability assessment in the network. The
SVD of Prony matrix was used to rank the PMUs according
to their effect on dynamic stability. Our work is different
compared with the aforementioned references in that our
main focus is on the SVD of the resistance distance matrix
obtained using the electrical structure of the power network.
We do the SVD analysis of the bus admittance matrix as well,
and shown that the coupling structure that results out of the
admittance matrix is different from that obtained using the
resistance distance matrix. Also, we do not explore control or
communication architectures in this paper. Furthermore, unlike
[21], our objective is complete network observability without
zero injection measurements; there is no ranking of the PMUs
to satisfy any constraints.
There are several other instances where the SVD has been
invoked to study electric power systems. However, in the
interest of space, we only mention references [22] - [29]
without going into the details of the results presented therein.
Though this list is by no means exhaustive, it highlights the
wide spectrum of applications that can be realized using the
SVD-based analysis in power engineering.
III. OPTIMAL SET OF PMUS
In this section, we first formulate the integer linear program
to obtain the optimal or minimum number of PMUs. We
then present the adjacency matrices for the topological and
electrical structures-based PMU placement in Section III-A
and Section III-B, respectively. This section was also presented
in [2]; however, it is reproduced here for sake of completeness.
Given a power network with N buses and M branches, we
only consider complete network observability without conven-
tional measurements. We let A denote the binary connectivity
matrix of dimensions N×N , x with dimensions N×1 denote
the binary decision variable vector defined as follows:
xi =
{
1, if a PMU is installed at bus i,
0, otherwise,
(1)
where i = 1,. . . ,N , and b is a unit vector of dimensions N×1.
The PMU placement problem is formulated as follows:
min
N∑
i=1
xi
such that Ax ≥ b (2)
xi ∈ {0, 1}
A. Topological structure-based PMU placement
In this case, the adjacency or connectivity matrix is derived
directly from the bus admittance matrix. The entries of the bus
admittance matrix are transformed into binary form, and used
in the problem setup (2). The entries of A are given by
A :


aij = 1, if i = j,
aij = 1, if i and j are connected,
aij = 0, if i and j are not connected.
(3)
Using the above described A in (2), we obtain the topological
structure-based PMU placement. Some of the above mentioned
references let the location of 1’s in the resulting optimal x to
be the optimal location of PMUs, without fully utilizing the
electrical properties of the network.
B. Electrical structure-based PMU placement
In this subsection, the binary connectivity matrix is derived
using the resistance distance between buses in the network.
The resistance distance is the effective resistance between
points in a network of resistors
Consider a network with N nodes, described by the conduc-
tance matrix G. Let Vj and gij denote the voltage magnitude
at node j and the conductance between nodes i and j,
respectively. The current injection at node i is then given by
Ii =
N∑
j=1
gijVj . (4)
G acts as a Laplacian matrix to the network, provided there
are no connections to the ground, i.e., if G has rank N − 1.
The singularity of G can be overcome by letting a node r have
Vr = 0. The conductance matrix associated with the remaining
N − 1 nodes is full-rank, and thus we have
Vk = G
−1
kk Ik, k 6= r. (5)
Let the diagonal elements of G−1kk be denoted g
−1
kk , ∀k,
indicating the change in voltage due to current injection at
node k which is grounded at node r. The voltage difference
between a pair of nodes (i, j), i 6= j 6= r, is computed as
follows:
e(i, j) = g−1ii + g
−1
jj − g
−1
ij − g
−1
ji , (6)
indicating the change in voltage due to injection of 1 Ampere
of current at node i which is withdrawn at node j. e(i, j)
is called the resistance distance between nodes i and j, and
describes the sensitivity between current injections and voltage
differences. In matrix form, letting Γ , diag(G−1kk ), we have
∀k 6= r
Ekk = 1Γ
T + Γ1T −G−1kk −
[
G
−1
kk
]T
, (7)
Erk = Γ
T, (8)
Ekr = Γ. (9)
The resistance distance matrix E, thus defined, possesses the
properties of a metric space [1].
To derive the sensitivities between power injections and
phase angles, we start with the upper triangular part of the
Jacobian matrix obtained from the power flow analysis, for
the distance matrix to be real-valued:
∆P =
[
∂P
∂θ
]
∆θ +
[
∂P
∂|V |
]
∆|V |. (10)
The matrix
[
∂P
∂θ
]
will be used to form the distance matrix, by
assuming the voltages at the nodes to be held constant, i.e.,
|V | = 0. It was observed that
[
∂P
∂θ
]
possesses most of the
properties of a Laplacian matrix. By letting G =
[
∂P
∂θ
]
, the
resulting distance matrix E measures the incremental change
in phase angle difference between two nodes i and j, (θi−θj),
given an incremental average power transaction between those
nodes, assuming the voltage magnitudes are held constant. It
was proved in [4, Appendix] that E, thus defined, satisfies the
properties of a distance matrix, as long as all series branch
reactance are nonnegative.
For a power grid with N buses, the distance matrix E
translates into an undirected graph with N(N − 1) weighted
branches. In order to compare the grid with an undirected
network without weights, one has to retain the N buses, but
replace the M branches with M smallest entries in the upper
or lower triangular part of E. This results in a graph of size
{N,M} with edges representing electrical connectivity rather
than direct physical connections. The adjacency matrix B of
this graph is obtained by setting a threshold, τ , adjusted to
produce exactly M branches in the network:
B :
{
bij = 1, ∀e(i, j) < τ,
bij = 0, ∀e(i, j) ≥ τ
(11)
Letting A = B in (2), we obtain the electrical structure-based
optimal PMU set. Next, we address the location problem.
IV. PMU PLACEMENT
In this section, we perform the SVD-based analysis of the
bus admittance and resistance distance matrices that helps
us explore the coupling structure of the power network. The
optimal PMU set obtained in the previous section will then be
placed on the grid by exploiting this coupling structure.
Given an N ×N matrix P , the SVD of P is given by
S = UΣV ∗, (12)
where U is an N ×N unitary matrix whose columns are the
referred to as the left-singular vectors of S, Σ is an N ×N
diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the singular values
of S, and V ∗ is an N ×N unitary matrix whose columns are
the referred to as the right-singular vectors of S. V ∗ is the
conjugate transpose of V .
For a power network with N buses, let Y be the N ×
N bus admittance matrix, while E is the N × N resistance
distance defined by (7) - (9). The SVDs of Y and E are given,
respectively, by
Y = UYΣY V
∗
Y , (13)
E = UEΣEV
∗
E , (14)
where the notation is similar to that in (12). The N × 1 left
and right singular vectors of the bus admittance matrix Y
are denoted by un,Y and vn,Y , respectively, while those for
the resistance distance matrix E are denoted by un,E and
vn,E , respectively, where n = 1,. . . ,N denotes the nth bus. The
magnitude of the entries of these singular vectors signify the
amount of electrical coupling that each bus shares with other
buses. The diagonal elements of ΣY represent the singular
values of Y and are denoted by σ1,Y , . . . , σN,Y , while the
singular values of E are denoted by σ1,E , . . . , σN,E .
In the following, we provide a step-by-step procedure for
PMU placement using the electrical structure-based approach.
1. The optimal or minimum number of PMUs is obtained by
solving (2). Let this number be denoted by P (< N).
2. Compute the SVD of the resistance distance matrix to
obtain the singular values and singular vectors.
3. Compute the magnitude of the vectors σnun,E .
4. Pick P vectors in the decreasing order of the value of
the magnitudes of σnun,E . These are labeled u˜p,E , p =
1, . . . , P .
5. Lastly, a PMU is installed on the entry of u˜p,E having the
highest absolute value. Note that, the index of each entry
of u˜p,E corresponds to a bus number or location.
In step 5, there is a possibility of conflict. For example, let
the fourth entry have the highest absolute value in the singular
vector u˜1,E - this suggests that a PMU be installed at bus
numbered four on the network. Now, let us suppose that
the fourth entry in the singular vector u˜3,E has the highest
absolute value in that vector. This leads to a discrepancy, since
a PMU was already placed on the fourth bus after computing
the absolute values of the entries of u˜1,E . In such situations,
the natural solution is to place the PMU on the entry of u˜3,E
with the second highest absolute value. This solution easily
generalizes to all the P vectors.
The conflict and its resolution can be summarized as
follows: Let us consider two vectors u˜i,E and u˜j,E , with
i 6= j. Let the kth entry be the one with the largest absolute
value in u˜i,E , and let the ℓth entry have the largest absolute
value in u˜j,E . If k = ℓ, then we give a higher priority
to the vector having the larger magnitude. For instance, if
||u˜i,E || > ||u˜j,E ||, we first place the PMU on the kth bus of
u˜i,E . Then, we place a PMU on that entry of u˜j,E having the
next largest absolute value compared with its ℓth entry.
Thus, we have utilized the electrical structure and coupling
of the power network to solve the PMU placement problem.
For the topological structure-based PMU placement, the resis-
tance distance matrix is replaced by the bus admittance matrix
in the above devised procedure.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we first obtain the optimal set of PMUs
for the IEEE test bus systems using the electrical and topo-
logical structure based approaches developed in this paper. In
Section V-A, we review the method devised in [2, Section
IV] to solve the location problem and bring out the ambiguity
encountered in that approach. Finally, in Section V-B, we show
how the ambiguity can be resolved by exploiting the coupling
structure of the network.
The bus and branch data, required to derive the bus ad-
mittance and resistance distance matrices, were obtained from
archived resources [30]. The binary integer programming tool
of Matlab was used to solve the problem defined by (2).
We first tabulate, in Table I, the optimal number of PMUs
obtained by solving the integer linear program (2). As shown
IEEE bus system Topological structure Electrical structure
9 3 4
14 4 7
30 10 17
39 13 22
57 17 35
118 32 93
162 43 125
TABLE I
MINIMUM NUMBER OF PMUS BASED ON TOPOLOGICAL AND ELECTRICAL
STRUCTURES FOR IEEE TEST BUS SYSTEMS
in Table I, for each test bus system, the electrical structure-
based approach results in a larger optimal set of PMUs is
obtained compared with those resulting from the topology
based approach for complete network observability without
zero injection measurements. This is due to the fact that the
electrical structure-based approach provides a more compre-
hensive description of the electrical connectedness between
buses in the grid.
A. Approach of [2] to solve the location problem
In [2, Section IV], the entries of B, given by (11), were
used to define the average resistance distance of each bus to
other buses in the network:
λi =
N∑
j=1
bij
N − 1
. (15)
We let
λ , [λ1, . . . , λN ] , (16)
λmin , min(λ). (17)
The central idea was that, if λi > λmin, a PMU need not be
placed at the location of the ith bus. This was justified by the
fact that, since λi quantified the amount of average electrical
connectivity between the ith and other buses in the network,
the higher the value of λi lower was the necessity to place a
PMU on that bus. A pictorial representation provides a clearer
picture.
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Fig. 1. Average resistance distance for each bus for IEEE 9-bus system.
From the connectivity matrix B for the IEEE 9-bus system,
and following (15), a plot of λi for each bus i = 1,. . . ,9
is shown in Fig. 1. The binary decision variable vector x,
obtained by solving (2) for the 9-bus system is also shown in
the same plot. It can be seen that, xi = 1 (i.e., PMU to be
installed) only when λi = λmin; for all other values of λi, xi
= 0 (i.e., no PMU). Therefore, we infer that the PMUs are to
be installed on buses numbered 1, 2, 5 and 9. However, we see
that x1 = 1 though λ1 > λmin. In [2], the graphical structure
of the adjacency matrix B was utilized to resolve this issue,
and is discussed next.
The graph corresponding to the adjacency matrix B for
the IEEE 9-bus system is shown in Fig. 2. The disconnected
points in the graph correspond to buses with very low electrical
connectivity to remaining buses in the network, which suggests
that a PMU must be installed at these buses, while a single
PMU could be placed on an arbitrary node of the fully-
connected subgraph to ensure complete network observability.
Therefore, from Fig. 2, we see that the optimal number of
PMUs required for the 9−bus system is 3+ 1 =4, where 3
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Fig. 2. Graph corresponding to adjacency matrix B for IEEE 9-bus system.
corresponds to the disconnected points, while 1 corresponds
to the fully-connected subgraph.
To address the location problem, the following method was
adopted. It is clear from the preceding discussion that the
fully-connected subgraph shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
point at which λi > λmin in Fig. 1, since the connectivity
is high between the nodes of this subgraph. Then, a PMU
could be installed at any one of the points of this fully-
connected subgraph. It was suggested in [2] that, without loss
of generality, a PMU be installed at the bus numbered 1 where
λ1 > λmin, which is in exact agreement with the analysis
carried out using Fig. 1. Therefore, the 4 PMUs were placed
at buses numbered 1, 2, 5 and 9. However, one could argue to
place the PMU on any point of the fully-connected subgraph,
i.e., not necessarily at the bus numbered 1, thereby leading to
an ambiguity. The main goal of this paper is to resolve this
ambiguity, and we accomplish this using the coupling structure
of the grid.
B. The coupling structure to address the location problem
In this subsection, we follow the procedure developed in
Section IV to place the optimal set of PMUs obtained from
Section III. We again consider the IEEE 9-bus system for our
analysis, which required an optimal number of 4 PMUs (see
Table I) to be installed on the network. We first compute the
SVD of the resistance distance matrix (E) to get the singular
values and singular vectors. The plot of the magnitude of
σnun,E , n = 1,. . . ,9, is shown in Fig. 3. We pick P = 4
vectors in the decreasing order of the values of the magnitude
of the vectors σnun,E (the four leftmost vectors in Fig. 3) and
label them u˜p,E , p = 1,. . . ,4. We represent the vectors u˜p,E as
shown in Fig. 4, where a column denotes a vector, while a box
in each column denotes an entry of the vector. The number of
boxes in each column equals the number of buses, with the
topmost box denoting the first bus and the bottommost the last
bus in the network.
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Fig. 3. ||σnun,E ||, n = 1,. . . ,9, for the IEEE 9-bus system.
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Fig. 4. Pictorial representation of the vectors u˜p,E , p = 1,. . . ,4 for the IEEE
9-bus system.
In each column, the entry with the largest absolute value is
marked in red, and a PMU is placed on the bus corresponding
to this entry. Accordingly, a PMU is placed on the 5th bus
corresponding to u˜1,E and on the 2nd bus corresponding to
u˜2,E . As pointed out in Section IV, there arises a conflict: in
both the vectors u˜1,E and u˜3,E , the entry having the largest
absolute value appears in the 5th location. However, since a
PMU was already placed on the 5th bus corresponding to u˜1,E ,
for u˜3,E we place a PMU on the entry having the second
largest absolute value. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4, a PMU
is placed on the 3rd entry (marked in blue), which has the
second largest absolute value in u˜3,E . Finally, the fourth PMU
is placed on the 9th bus corresponding to the entry with the
largest absolute value in u˜4,E .
To summarize, for the IEEE 9-bus system, using the electri-
cal structure-based approach to PMU placement, the optimal
number of PMUs obtained was 4 and these PMUs are to
be installed at buses numbered 2, 3, 5 and 9. Therefore, the
decision to place the PMUs on buses numbered 2, 5 and 9 is in
unison with the the results obtained in the previous subsection,
while placing a PMU on the bus numbered 3 resolves the
ambiguity encountered when using the method developed in
[2] (where the PMU was placed on the bus numbered 1).
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Fig. 5. Average resistance distance for each bus for IEEE 14-bus system.
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Fig. 6. Pictorial representation of the vectors u˜p,E , p = 1,. . . ,7 for the IEEE
14-bus system.
For the IEEE 14-bus system, the electrical structure-based
approach yields an optimal of 7 PMUs to be installed in the
network. Following the method presented in [2], six of these
PMUs are located on buses numbered 3, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 14.
Owing to the ambiguity, the seventh PMU will be installed
on the bus numbered 1. On the other hand, analyzing the
coupling structure of the 14-bus system leads us to install
the seven PMUs on buses numbered 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and
14. Installing a PMU on the bus numbered 10, instead of
on the bus numbered 1 (which was ambiguous), demonstrates
the benefit of the method developed in this paper. As before,
for ease of understanding, we show the plots of the average
resistance distance in Fig. 5 and the vectors u˜p,E , p = 1,. . . ,7,
in Fig. 6.
Similar analysis was carried out for the IEEE 14-bus system
using the topological structure, where the resistance distance
matrix is replaced by the bus admittance matrix of the power
network. From Table I, we see that the minimum number
of PMUs required for this approach is 4. Employing the
procedure specified in Section IV, we infer that the optimal
locations to install these 4 PMUs are at buses numbered 2, 4,
6 and 9. The plot of the magnitudes of the vectors σnun,Y ,
n = 1,. . . ,14, shown in Fig. 7 and the pictorial representation
of the vectors u˜p,Y , p = 1,. . . ,4, shown in Fig. 8 are used to
obtain these results.
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Fig. 7. ||σnun,Y ||, n = 1,. . . ,14, for the IEEE 14-bus system.
Now, let us compare the above results with those obtained
using the method presented in [2]. Similar to the average
resistance distance, we first define the average topological
distance as follows:
λi,topological =
N∑
j=1
aij
N − 1
, (18)
where aij ’s are specified by (3). A plot of the average topolog-
ical distance for each bus is shown in Fig. 9, which suggests
that the four PMUs are to be placed on buses numbered 2, 6,
7 and 9. This is not consistent with the results obtained using
the electrical structure of the grid. Furthermore, the plot of the
average topological distance for each bus shown in Fig. 9 does
not exhibit a pattern, unlike the average resistance distance.
That is, xi does not equal 1 even when λi = λmin,topology.
Similar inconsistencies were experienced for other IEEE bus
Bus numbers
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Fig. 8. Pictorial representation of the vectors u˜p,Y , p = 1,. . . ,4, for the
IEEE 14-bus system.
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Fig. 9. Average topological distance for each bus for IEEE 14-bus system.
systems. However, owing to space limitation, we do not
present the results for other bus systems here.
From the above analysis we infer that the topological
structure-based approach to PMU placement suffers from in-
consistencies. Whereas, the electrical structure-based approach
provides a more reliable framework. Thus, we conclude that
the electrical structure-based approach provides a comprehen-
sive framework for PMU placement and, given the significance
of the problem, this approach should be frontrunner for PMU
placement in electric power systems.
In the process of solving the location problem, we have
uncovered connections between the average resistance distance
λi, given by (15), and the vectors u˜p,E , p = 1,. . . ,P . We
noticed that when λi = λmin, a PMU was installed at the
ith bus. On the other hand, this i also corresponded to an
entry in the vector u˜p,E having a large absolute value; it may
be the largest, or the nth largest depending on the “conflict-
resolution” technique presented in Section IV. This hints at the
existence of a functional relationship between the adjacency
matrix given by (11) and the singular vectors u˜p,E , p =
1,. . . ,P . A complete characterization of this function is of
fundamental importance and is an important open problem.
Interestingly, we do not observe this kind of a relationship
between the average topological distance given by (18) and
the vectors u˜p,Y , p = 1,. . . ,P . This can be attributed to the fact
that the topological structure does not provide a comprehensive
description of the electrical connectivity between the nodes in
the network.
VI. CONCLUSION
The SVD-based analysis of the resistance distance matrix
revealed the electrical coupling between the components of
the network. The coupling was utilized to solve the location
problem in a refined manner, thereby resolving the ambigu-
ity encountered in [2], where the graphical structure of the
adjacency matrix derived using the resistance distance was
employed to solve this problem. A potential drawback of the
method proposed in this paper is that the SVD might lead
to a computational bottleneck for power networks with large
number of buses. However, with developments in fast methods
for large scale SVD (for e.g., see [31]), the electrical structure-
based approach to PMU placement holds promise. From an
operational point of view, like network observability, stability,
state estimation, etc. where PMU measurements are being
included, our approach is more appealing since it provides
a comprehensive description of the electrical connectivity
between network components. Characterizing the functional
relationship between the adjacency matrix obtained using the
electrical structure of the network and the singular vectors of
the resistance distance matrix is a fundamental open problem,
with serious implications to related areas.
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